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When hearts murmur, St. Francis listens.

An avid power walker, Natalie knew she had a problem with her heart valve, but never suspected it was life threatening. When Natalie learned that she needed to have major heart valve surgery, she and her doctor researched the best options. They selected the St. Francis Heart Valve Center. Natalie and her husband traveled to Indianapolis and the heart valve team repaired three of her heart valves and used innovative technology that allowed her to regrow healthy heart tissue. The team also eliminated her chronic atrial fibrillation.

Thanks to Franciscan St. Francis Health, Natalie is vibrant, healthy and has completed three half marathons. *Embracing the Future.*

Decision making in valve disease requires careful follow-up and uncompromising dedication to restoring normal valve function to your patients’ hearts. Call 1-877-78-VALVE (82583) to speak with our doctors or to schedule a patient visit. Learn more at MyHeartCare.net.
HOME ON THE WATER
LUXURY LIVING ON THE LAKE

CREATING A LAKE LIVING LIFESTYLE — BE PART OF IT

Waterfront Communities
If you're interested in living on the water, The Marina Limited Partnership has a host of options for you. With six distinctive communities on three central Indiana lakes, we'll help you find the perfect waterfront, water access or off-water lot for your home. Buy your lot now and build when you're ready. Special in-house lot financing is available in all of our communities.

Marina Village Townhomes
Next to the Geist Marina

Sail Place
Adjacent to the Indianapolis Sailing Club

Lake Clearwater
Next to Willowbend Golf Course

Canal Place
On Olio Road just north of 104th Street

Springs of Cambridge
Across the bridge from the Geist Marina on East 36th Street

Hampton Cove
Across from the Geist Marina

www.marinalimited.com

The Marina Limited Partnership

Rob Bussell
Vice President of Marketing
(317) 845-0270, Ext. 24
Rob@Robbussell.com
ACHIEVEMENT: GETTING YOUR REVENUE CYCLE TO FOLLOW DOCTOR’S ORDERS

PNC ADVANTAGE FOR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS offers CFO: Cash Flow Options, a comprehensive suite of products and services delivered through a specialized team of healthcare business bankers. We work closely with you to custom fit integrated solutions that can accelerate the collection of receivables, improve the way you make payments and help ensure access to cash. And we’ll examine every opportunity to improve your revenue cycle, so that you have more time and energy to focus on your practice. To learn more about all the ways we can make your cash flow healthier, go to pnc.com/hcprofessionals, or call:

AARON IRWIN 317-267-8845 KEVIN PATRICK 260-461-7173

PNC BANK for the ACHIEVER in us all™

Bank lending and deposit products and services provided by PNC Bank, National Association. Member FDIC. BRK-1854 ©2011 The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Indianapolis Medical Society
2011 Pictorial Roster Still Available
Call in your order today using your Visa or MasterCard
639-3406

ATTENTION SOCIETY MEMBERS

We like to feature photographs or other artwork shared by IMS members on the cover of The Bulletin. Submit photographs, artwork, etc., to Beverly Hurt at the Society Office, bhurt@imsonline.org.

The Bulletin is your magazine. Share your views by submitting reprints of your published articles; articles written expressly for The Bulletin; quips; short stories; brief comments; ideas; cartoons, etc.

Remember the Indianapolis Medical Society Foundation when planning your will. (Contribution form included in this issue.) Unless otherwise specified, your contribution will be directed toward medical scholarships.

Bulletin Subscriptions: $36.00 per year
AMA Web Page: http://www.ama-assn.org
IMS Web Page: http://www.imsonline.org
On Friday, April 29, join leading central Indiana oncology experts as we discuss and explore collaborative approaches to improving patient outcomes. Physician specialists from a variety of disciplines will discuss early diagnosis, treatment and management of cancer patients, with the overall goal of developing a harmonious approach to understanding and improving the patient experience.

**St. Francis Cancer Center Oncology Symposium**
Friday, April 29, 2011
7 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
JW Marriott, Downtown Indianapolis

Our keynote speaker is Brad Stevens, head men’s basketball coach at Butler University and two-time winner of the Horizon League Coach of the Year award.

Participants may receive up to seven CME/CEU credits. For more information, or to register, call (317) 782-7794 or visit stfrancishospitals.org/cancer.
Psychiatry has once again recently found itself in the crosshairs of the news media with the Tucson tragedy and the need to explain aberrant human behavior. This is an old dilemma, not only for psychiatry, but for society generally. It raises issues of predictability of violence, prevention of violence, laws regarding violence, gun control and violence, and why psychiatry cannot identify and treat those who might have a proclivity towards bizarre thinking, bizarre behavior, and ultimately, a violent act.

Major catastrophic events such as Tucson occur randomly and crystallize the public attention. There are several such events from our recent memory, which have rightfully forced us to reflect about human behavior. In 1966, Charles Whitman positioned himself at the top of the University of Texas Tower and began firing at pedestrians thirty stories below him, shortly after he had murdered both his mother and his wife. The ensuing barrage of bullets left 17 lifeless victims and 32 wounded. In retrospect, this individual was found to have significant emotional turmoil in his personal life and bizarre psychotic thinking as well as neurological findings, including a glioblastoma upon autopsy, which may or may not have contributed to his psychosis.

From July 1976 to July 1977 New York City was terrorized by a series of murders, which were ultimately attributed to David Berkowitz, the notorious “Son of Sam.” The entire city took on a different lifestyle as a result of these murders, which were ultimately determined to have been committed by a person who was psychotic and believed that he was demon possessed. Here, too, was a pre-murderous life characterized by emotional turmoil and psychosis.

More recently, in 1999, the country was stunned by events at Columbine High School where twelve students and one teacher were killed. The perpetrators were two high school students both of whom demonstrated marked signs of psychiatric instability and characterological pathology for months prior to the tragic event which eventually culminated in their own suicides. The rationale for the outrageous behavior ranged from dislike of bullies to psychopathy to depression. And then there was Virginia Tech. In 2007 perpetrator Seung-Hui Cho killed 32 people and wounded multiple others in one of the deadliest shooting sprees in United States history before taking his own life. The killer had been recognized as psychologically challenged but rather than seeking professional help his mother encouraged him to turn to exorcism and had him recognized as a glioblastoma upon autopsy, which may or may not have contributed to his psychosis.

Most recently, there was Tucson with Jared Lee Loughner becoming psychotically preoccupied with a state political figure and proceeding to indulge in a shooting rampage leaving six dead and thirteen wounded. Here, too, the pre-event signs of mental instability were obvious but unattended.

These are all heart wrenching occurrences that demonstrate all too well major deficiencies in identification, referral to treatment, openness of discussion, eradication of stigma, and education regarding mental illness and its impact on individuals, families, and society in general. The individual with mental illness many times does not identify a problem but family and friends may. However, reluctance to address an obvious issue frequently occurs. How will the identified patient react to family or friends who try to encourage treatment? Will treatment stigmatize the patient? Many who want to help do not know where to turn for guidance. Major psychiatric illnesses, such as the ones described in the events above are medical emergencies. We react quickly when a patient has stroked or experienced crushing chest pain. We should do likewise with individuals who are obviously expressing bizarre thinking or changes in reasonable behavior. In all the cases noted above there were notable signs of psychiatric pathology but those close to the persons involved did not know what to do or where to go for help or were simply reluctant to step forward and state “something is not normal here.” If patients will go voluntarily, mental health centers provide 24-hour emergency assessment through local hospital emergency rooms. If voluntary assessment is not a possibility, a concerned family member or friend can initiate an Emergency Detention after discussing the case with an ER physician or family doctor. This allows a police officer to detain an individual and bring them to a site of assessment and treatment for up to 72 hours. That same police officer can initiate an Immediate Detention on their own if they encounter an individual who they determine to be behaving erratically or thinking irrationally.

Psychiatry is a well respected specialty that has matured and evolved into a science studying individual behavior, interpersonal dynamics, and neurochemistry. We encounter psychiatry in all aspects of life from the erratic bully driving recklessly on the highway, to the depressed individual contemplating suicide, to the psychotic paranoid person who feels fully justified gaining vengeance on society. In fact, twenty-five percent of adults will experience a major psychiatric illness at some point in their adult life. Family physicians will tell us that 50 to 75 percent of patients coming into their office are coming in because of psychiatrically-generated physical concerns. Do we identify and treat everyone who has a psychiatric illness? Not by a long shot. But the other specialties are no better in treating all those who have diabetes, heart disease, or pulmonary disease either. This is the same reason that psychiatry has those who fall between the cracks in terms of not receiving treatment. Most of these “misses” are just that, simply misses, and are unnoticed by society except for the personal agony the patient may suffer or the family disruption they may create. But then there are the situations that cause all of us to stop and examine how someone could become so ill mentally and behave so erratically that they were not noticed by someone and brought to treatment. Many factors come into play, including denial of illness on the part of the patient, acute onset of illness, and symptomatology. Consequently, there may not be sufficient time for others to recognize the gravity of one’s illness and there is the tendency of many of these individuals to operate in their own little world so that recognition of pathology is difficult due to lack of exposure.

Random, Irrational, Aberrant Human Behavior

Continued on page 12.
Second Opinion – Kevin Hauser, CEO, Medefile.com

Did You Ever Think We Could Practice Medicine This Way?

When did a trip to the family doctor become more like a visit to the DMV and less like popping in to see an old friend? Taking the entire medical industry into mind, Medefile.com, a web-based company that allows people everywhere to collect, organize and store their medical records online, predicts these are going to be new medical trends in 2011.

Traditional primary care is changing, but why are there far fewer family doctors and far more customers? There are roughly 400,000 primary care doctors working today in the United States – a number that’s plummeting each year. By 2020, we’ll be 40,000 doctors shy of what we need to operate efficiently, according to the American Academy of Family Physicians. It means there are far fewer family docs for far more customers (yes, population is still growing). And with waiting to schedule and actually see the doctor taking more and more time, Americans are being forced to look for other options. Here are top trending alternatives that we expect to pop in 2011.

Drive-Thru Clinics
Lump together retail clinics (see: Wal-Mart, Target and CVS) and walk-in urgent care chains (see: MD Now and Patient First). While some researchers purport that retail medical outlets only complement traditional primary care, Fierce Healthcare studies show that only 25 percent of those who patronize these locations have a PCP (primary care physician.) And an estimated 16 to 27 percent are uninsured.

Concierge Doctors
Concierge medicine certainly appeals to the upper crust, but has tweaked its model to become as familiar to the middle-class as a T.G.I. Fridays cocktail menu and Honda Civic. There are now more than 5,000 concierge physicians in the United States, charging on average $1,500 to $2,000 for an annual membership fee on top of insurance co-pays. You pay for access and time – same-day appointments, email and cell phone privileges and longer visits – and docs are usually limited to several hundred patients to support the model.

Nurse Practitioners
Remember when the nurse was the warm-up act for your annual physical? Nurse practitioners will be headlining healthcare 2.0. The reasons are common sense: they’re more plentiful, require less training and run cheaper. The cost savings has several states looking to increase the functions and procedures nurse practitioners may oversee. But not everyone is happy. The term “physician extender,” as nurse practitioners are dubbed by some, is far from flattery.

Virtual Docs
It’s one thing to access your medical records with your mouse cursor and schedule a flu shot online, but it’s another to virtually visit one-on-one with your doc while he’s blowing off

Continued on page 19.
Center for
EMG & Neurology

Larry R. Lett, MD

Expert EMG & NCV Testing
General Neurology
Orthopaedic Neurology

Do your patients have ??????
* Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
* Cubital Tunnel Syndrome
* Nerve Entrapments
* Diabetic Neuropathy
* Cervical Radiculopathy
* Lumbosacral Radiculopathy
* ALS suspect

Is the patient’s arm, neck, shoulder, back, or leg pain neurogenic, musculoskeletal, or some of both?
I can tell you!

Same day reports faxed to your office.

Carmel and Kokomo locations
11911 N Meridian  2350 S Dixon Rd
888-648-9748  765-319-3681
www.emgneuro.com

---

Quality investments that perform.

FEE-ONLY PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS AND INSTITUTIONS

Diamond Capital Management
Proven Expertise. Uncommon Service.

317-261-1900  www.dmdcap.com

Not FDIC Insured  |  No Bank Guarantee  |  May Lose Value  |  Diamond Capital Management is a registered trademark. © 2010 Diamond Capital Management
We get your patients back to life.

The Center for Pain Management is one of Central Indiana’s most experienced medical practices focusing exclusively on treating patients who suffer from back, head, neck, joint or cancer-related pain.

This includes:
- Acute injuries or treatment
- Spinal injuries
- Herniated discs
- Arthritis
- Failed back surgery
- Chronic pain
- Migraines
- Fibromyalgia

Our team of clinicians and board-certified physicians specializes in comprehensive evidence-based diagnostic and multi-disciplinary treatment modalities that include:

- Interventional procedures
- Physical therapy
- Medication management
- Spinal cord stimulation
- Psychological counseling

Physician referrals and patient self-referrals are accepted.
Eric A. Yancy, MD, is now serving as chief medical officer of Managed Health Services, a health maintenance organization that has contracts with the state of Indiana to administer parts of the Medicaid Hoosier Healthwise and the Healthy Indiana Plan health benefits programs. Dr. Yancy will maintain his private medical practice.

STAR Financial Bank has announced the appointment of Jerry L. House, MD, to its board of directors.

Dr. House specializes in Otology and Neurotology and is the ENT Section Chief at St. Vincent Hospital in Indianapolis. He also serves as a staff member at Methodist Hospital, Assistant Clinical Professor at Indiana University School of Medicine and Consulting Staff at Community Hospital, all in Indianapolis.

Robert J. Goulet, Jr., MD, has joined Community Health Network’s breast-surgery team. His office will be on the campus of Community Health East.

George H. Rawls, MD, clinical professor emeritus of surgery at the IU School of Medicine presented at the Indiana University School of Medicine ninth annual Diversity Week.

Douglas S. Hale, MD, Urogynecology Associates, Director Female Pelvic Medicine and Reconstructive Surgery Fellowship, Associate Clinical Professor: Indiana University/Methodist Hospital was the invited guest speaker for the Colorado State ACOG meeting at the University of Denver. He presented a lecture entitled: “Surgery for Vaginal Prolapse: Indications and operations for mesh use.” This was followed the next day by grand rounds lectures at the University of Colorado and at the Rose Medical Center with lectures entitled: “The Vaginal Apex: Abdominal and Vaginal approaches Using Native Tissue-Uterosacral Ligaments.”

Jared R. Brosch, MD, neurology resident currently at St. Vincent Hospital, authored the paper “Subacute Onset of Abnormal Gait and Head Drop in a 3-Year-Old With History of Extreme Prematurity,” published in the Journal of Child Neurology, January 21st, 2011.

Henry Feuer, MD, Methodist Sports Medicine/The Orthopedic Specialists and Goodman Campbell Brain and Spine was a guest lecturer for the Graduate Athletic Training Program at I.U. Bloomington, speaking on “Acute Management of Cervical Spine Injured Athletes.” He was a panelist in the Concussion Series at the Prindle Institute Of Ethics at DePauw University. He is a member of an NFL Head, Neck, and Spine subcommittee, developing a sideline concussion assessment card to be used by all NFL teams.

Jeffrey A. Greenberg, MD, inducted into International Wrist Investigator’s Workshop, American Society for Surgery of the Hand 65th Annual Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts, October 5-9, 2010. Dr. Greenberg made seven presentations at the meeting.

At Hand Care 2010, Indianapolis, October 2010, Dr. Greenberg presented: “Pin Fixation and Plating of Proximal Phalanx Fractures: Indications and Surgical Approaches” and was Moderator for Discussion Panel on Distal Radius Fractures – ORIF and Shoulder Anatomy – Splinting and Evaluation Lab.

Mark A. Jones, MD, a member of St. Francis Medical Group Indiana Heart Physicians is the latest recipient of the Healing Hands Award presented by Franciscan St. Francis Hospital & Health Centers.

Dr. Jones received the award January 13, 2011 at his southside office.

Board-certified in cardiovascular disease and internal medicine, Jones has been affiliated with St. Francis system since 2000. He’s medical director of the St. Francis Heart Center and co-director of the Heart Failure Clinic.

Jones was elected as a Fellow to the American College of Cardiology in 2002. He holds memberships in the American Society of Echocardiography and the Heart Failure Society of America and is a past member of the board of directors for the American Heart Association.

The physicians of Urology of Indiana LLC announced February 9, 2011 that Urologist, Jason K. Sprunger, MD, is the leader in Indiana and currently number 4 in the world in total numbers of Partial Nephrectomy procedures performed utilizing the da Vinci Surgical System® by Intuitive Surgical.

Partial Nephrectomy is a procedure to remove diseased tissue – or part -- of a kidney while leaving healthy tissue. As with all robotic procedures, da Vinci Nephrectomy® uses a state-of-the-art robotic surgical system designed to help the surgeon perform a minimally invasive surgery through small incisions, often resulting in less pain, less blood loss, less scarring, shorter recovery and quicker return to normal activities.

Dr. Sprunger is a member of the American Urologic Association, Vanderbilt Urologic Society, Endourology Society, and the American College of Surgeons. His areas of special interest include laparoscopic robotic and endoscopic techniques in percutaneous urologic surgery.

From Goodman Campbell Brain and Spine ...

Aaron A. Cohen-Gadol, MD, published the following journal articles during January 2011: “A method to map the visual cortex during an awake craniotomy” and “Persistent fetal intracranial arteries: a comprehensive review of anatomical and clinical significance” both in Journal of Neurosurgery.

Thomas J. Leipzig, MD, presented Grand Rounds at Union Hospital in Terre Haute in September 2010, speaking on current care considerations in ruptured and incidental intracranial aneurysms. In addition, he was invited faculty for the American Association of Neurological Surgeons Goodman Oral Board Preparation Course in Houston, Texas in November 2010. He spoke on aneurysms, AVMs and other cerebrovascular problems.

Richard B. Rodgers, MD, was named to the Indianapolis Business Journal’s “Forty Under 40” Class of 2011. He was chosen among hundreds of nominations designed to recognize influential young professionals in the community.
So yes, there are those who are never identified as ill and who never come to attention and who do no harm. Then there are those who are not identified until retrospectively after they have captured the attention of an entire nation and sometimes an entire world with their display of illness in action.

With a nation boasting a population well over three hundred million, it is phenomenal that we do not experience more Columbines, Virginia Techs, and Tucsons than we have. The potential for acted-out behavioral pathology as a result of psychiatric illness is colossal. The fact that major events seem to occur only every so many years defies the statistics that document the prevalence of serious psychiatric illness. Of course, there are countless less publicized events that basically go unnoticed except in the local area of occurrence. Will there be more events such as these? Tragically and unequivocally, yes! We can only hope that with improved education, more research, and increased public awareness that the frequency of these aberrations of normal human behavior can be contained to a minimum.
TRUST MARY JANE. SHE KNOWS ZIONSVILLE LIKE HER OWN BACKYARD.

- Majestic English Manor, Designed for Elegance and Comfort
- Dramatic Foyer, 4BR/8BA, Glorious Sunroom, Walk-Out Lower Level
- Stunning Lake Views, Lushly Landscaped Gardens, Pool and Patio

- Exquisitely Crafted Home with a European Accent on Elegance
- 4BR/5BA, Main Floor Master Suite, Library, Sunroom, Pond Views
- Extraordinary Walk-Out Lower Level Meets Every Expectation

- Fabulous Farmhouse Reproduction Situated on 5.5 Beautiful Acres
- Vintage Appeal, Cook’s Kitchen with Huge Center Island, 4BR/5BA
- Quaint Covered Porch, Patio, Pool, Large Barn, 4 Car Garage

- Charming Country French Estate w/ Private Pond Set on 5+ Rolling Acres
- 5BR/7BA, Vaulted Beamed Ceilings, Gourmet Kitchen, Handsome Library
- Relaxing Porches & Patio, Gas Fire Pit, Additional 8+ Acres Available

- Artfully Designed Custom Home on 4.25 Lovely Wooded Acres
- Handsome Paneled Library, 6BR/5BA, Office, Main Floor Master
- Fabulous Lower Level with Full Kitchen, Craft, and Recreation Rooms

- Charming Home and Carriage House Set on 1.83 Tranquil Acres with Meandering Creek
- 5BR/5BA, Wood Flooring, Custom Baths and Kitchen, Screened Porch
- Carriage House Features Private Lofted Upper Area, Kitchenette, Bath, 5-Bay Garage

Luxury Homes
Mary Jane O’Brien
F. C. Tucker Company, Inc.

Direct: 317-418-2035 • mjobrien@talktotucker.com • www.MaryJaneOBrien.com
Richard H. Rhodes, MD, is Project Health’s March Physician. He was born in Ft. Wayne, where his father worked for General Electric as a mechanical engineer. They moved a few times and eventually settled in Louisville. Dr. Rhodes graduated from the Georgia Institute of Technology with Highest Honors in Mechanical Engineering, went to the University of Louisville School of Medicine, and did his residency and fellowship in Pulmonary Medicine there.

Dr. Rhodes’ three brothers are all mechanical engineers, as were both grandfathers. “You could say it is just in the family, except my sister who became a critical care nurse.” He also went to work for General Electric after graduation, but didn’t like it. In 1979, a series of events inspired him to become a doctor. “My grandmother lived with us, had a stroke and died. I watched everything that went on involving her care. Then, my best friend came down with thyroid cancer, and I became interested in how they diagnosed and treated him. I had never taken a biology class even in high school.” What cemented his decision was his experience with the fish in his salt water aquarium. “When a fish would die, I would take it to the pet shop and they would do an autopsy to find out why. I finally got a biology book and read it so I could figure out how to keep the fish healthy.” He then took night classes in organic chemistry and biology. After that, he applied to medical school. He told his wife that if he didn’t get in he would get his own hardware store. He entered medical school and worked at a hardware store throughout. He says the owner thought it was funny.

“I didn’t plan to be a pulmonologist in Indianapolis. I wanted to stay in Louisville, but there were no good jobs. I had two younger brothers in Indianapolis. One of my attending physicians asked me what I wanted to do when I finished fellowship. I told him I liked Indy or Seattle. The next day, Hany Haddad, MD, who trained in Louisville, called.” The rest is history.

Dr. Rhodes has done six medical missions in Mexico. “The poor there in Reynosa live in hovels with no plumbing, no windows or doors. They bring their animals in at night so that they won’t be stolen and they burn junk for fuel. It gives the kids asthma. I treated a lot of that in addition to TB, infections, and cancer.”

Dr. Rhodes says he wanted to do volunteer work at one of the community clinics here, but chose to volunteer for Project Health instead. “One of my friends, Patsy Maikranz, MD, does a lot of mission work, goes to Haiti a couple of times a year, and volunteers for Gennesaret Free Clinic. That takes an inordinate amount of time. What I like about Project Health is the patients come to me, therefore, I can help more of them.” He feels that it is a doctor’s responsibility to reach out and take care of the underserved. He likes their sense of humor, too. “One day one of your lung cancer patients who was bald because of chemo, showed up wearing a hat with this thick crop of hair sticking out. Then he took the hat off and it was one of those novelty hats with hair. I told him I wanted to get one for my bald brother and asked where to find it. He left the office, bought one, and brought it back to me. That was great!”

Dr. Rhodes is President-elect of the Indianapolis Medical Society but he says, “I am most proud of the fact that I’m a registered professional engineer.” Those of us with Project Health are very grateful that he’s also a Board Certified Pulmonologist. Thank you, Dr. Rhodes, for all you have done for Project Health patients.
Acute & Chronic Back Pain
Cervical Spine (Neck) Pain & Related Headaches
Herniated Discs
Degenerative Disc Disease
Sciatica / Radiculopathy
Spinal Facet Syndrome
Spinal Stenosis (Lumbar & Cervical)
Spondylosis (Spinal Arthritis)
Work & Sports Related Injuries

Available Treatments
- Fluoroscopic Epidural Steroid Injections (Cervical, Thoracic & Lumbar)
- Nerve Blocks (Diagnostic and Therapeutic)
  - Sympathetic Nerve Blocks
  - Fluoroscopic Selective Nerve Blocks
- Facet Joint Injections
- Sacroiliac Joint Injections
- Radiofrequency Procedures
  - Facet Denervation
  - Rhizotomy
  - Sympathectomy
- Nucleoplasty
- Neuroplasty
- Discography
- Selective Endoscopic Discectomy (SED)
- IntraDiscal ElectroThermal Annuloplasty (IDET)
- Spinal Cord Stimulation

See our NEW CARMEL LOCATION at 12289 HANCOCK ST.!
New Members

Bhagat, Anita, MD, MPH
Cumberland Crossing Family Phys.
11501 Cumberland Rd., #500
Fishers, 46037-7010
Ofc – 621-9393
Fax – 621-9383
Email – abhagat2008@gmail.com
Family Medicine, 2008
University of Wisconsin, 2005

Lightburn, Naomi C., MD
Resident – I.U. School of Medicine
Internal Medicine
Indiana University, 2008

Murphy, Susan R., MD
Indiana Clinic
Mooresville Internal Medicine
100 Town Center South Dr., #A
Mooresville, 46158-2322
Ofc – 834-2212
Fax – 834-5324
Internal Medicine, 1996
University of Kentucky, 1993

The Indianapolis Medical Society
Needs Your Correct Information
for Referrals!

Remember to send your updates for our referral database to tmccauley@imsonline.org or call 639-3406 or use the update module at http://imsonline.org/membership.php

Updates are made to the referral database daily and are updated to our website & DocBook™ weekly.

The information is used for the Society’s Referral Network utilizing our various referral options.

7th District • Everyone’s Invited!
April 20, 2011, 5-9:00 pm – Indianapolis Motor Speedway

Seated Left to Right
Morgan Tharp II, M.D.
Keith Logie, M.D.
Andrew Greenspan, M.D.
M.S. Murali, M.D.

1st Row Standing
Hillary Wu, M.D., Ph.D.
Madeleine Sgroi, D.O.
Melody Sands, APRN-BC
Daniele Doyle, M.D.
G. Irene Minor, M.D.
Tracy Price, M.D.
Elayed Aly, M.D.

Back Row
Paul DesRosiers, M.D.
Sead Beganovic, M.D., Ph.D.
Harold Longe, M.D.
Thomas Whittaker, M.D.
Bryce Lord, D.O.
Jennifer Morgan, M.D.

COMPREHENSIVE INTEGRATED CANCER CARE
MEDICAL ONCOLOGY/HEMATOLOGY
RADIATION ONCOLOGY
FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS.

Central Scheduling
Local: 317-356-CICC (2422) • Toll Free: 866-791-CICC (2422)

www.IndianaCancer.com
why choose a brain surgeon for your back and neck pain patients?

The spine is more than just bones. It contains the spinal cord, which connects to the brain. And all the nerves in the body connect to the spinal cord.

Only neurosurgeons have the advanced medical training to understand how the brain, spine and nerves function together as a whole, as the nervous system.

Pain management physicians work closely with our neurosurgeons to bring your patients the most options for pain relief.

Choose a brain surgeon for your patients with back and neck pain. Choose a neurosurgeon at Goodman Campbell Brain and Spine. Find out more at: www.goodmancampbell.com
Indianapolis Medical Society
631 East New York Street • Indianapolis, IN 46202-3706
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Board of Directors 2010-2011
Terms End with October Board Meeting of Year in Parentheses
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Delegates to the State Convention, September 2011
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Alternate Delegates to the State Convention, September 2011
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steam at the 19th hole. But imagine being able to get diagnosed in your robe and bunny slippers via webcam. The future of 24/7 WiFi house calls is now, and even the recently enacted healthcare legislation has promoted wider proliferation of the high tech, low-personal-touch approach.

Holistic Medicine
The term means lots of things to lots of people. Also called “alternative medicine” or “complementary medicine” by some, we’ll define holistic medicine as unconventional techniques not widely embraced by the mainstream. Acupuncture, herbalism and massage are examples of holistic medicine, as are practices shying away from pharmaceuticals and invasive operations.

Jet-Set & Suture
Medical tourism is booming. It’s no secret that you can travel to Costa Rica for much cheaper and riskier procedures than down the road at Memorial Regional Hospital. It’s also no secret that serious due diligence and research is important to ensure you don’t get ensnared in a “60 Minutes” black market surgery sting in some godforsaken banana republic. According to Deloitte Consulting, the number of Americans traveling for medical care is closing in on 800,000.

Emergency Room
When the line for the doctor is too long, where can people turn for honest medical care? The E.R! Patients are showing up more frequently with routine ailments because they feel they have nowhere else to turn, especially in poor, urban areas. In a case study of Massachusetts, E.R. visit ticked up 10 percent between 2004 and 2008. Considering the current trending of primary care accessibility, expect even longer waits at your neighborhood E.R.

27 Specialists
Primary care physicians have long been considered the coach or manager of an individual’s wellness plan. But with the increasing scarcity of PCPs and growing niche focus of specialist physicians, you’re guaranteed to be seeing these new friends much more than the old family doctor. There is an overriding reason for this pattern: pay. According to medical recruitment firm Merritt Hawkins, family physicians make on average $173,000 per year. Stack that roll of change against radiologists ($391,000) and cardiologists ($419,000). That explains not just the sheer number of medical students choosing to become specialists but the increasing number of specialties doctors have to choose from. Heck, do you even know what a maxillofacial surgeon does?!?

D.I.Y. Care
Did you know that cayenne pepper can stop bleeding? Or that garlic oil can cure ear infections? It’s true. Heck, Duct tape can be found more frequently in the family toolbox and medicine cabinet. Self-diagnosis (thanks WebMD) and self-surgery is on the rise. While we don’t recommend stitching up your own wounds or whittling your own heart stents, when you have zero insurance and mounting medical debt, you do what you’ve got to do. Hopefully, that includes hitting up the E.R. and not turning your den into a homemade MASH unit.

Kevin Houser, CEO, Medefile.com
Evan Sneider, Principal, RedRoosterPR.com
CME & Conferences

Community Health Network

Community Hospital East
First  Critical Care Conference  Medical Staff Conf. Room, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday  Medical Grand Rounds  Medical Staff Conf. Room, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Community Hospital South
Fourth  Medical Grand Rounds  Conf. Rooms A & B, 7:30 - 8:30 a.m.
Thursday  Pediatric Grand Rounds  7250 Clearvista Dr. 7:30 – 8:30 a.m.

Community Hospital North
First  Disease Management Conference:  rotates CHF & EP Case Presentations
Tuesday  TIHH MCV Boardroom Videoconference to CHVp South Conf. Rm. 7:00 - 8:00 am.
Wednesday  Ken Stanley CV Conference
Fourth  Imaging Conference:  rotates Cath & Echo Case Presentations
Wednesday  TIHH MCV Boardroom Videoconference to CHVp South Conf. Rm. 7:00 - 8:00 am.

Community Heart & Vascular/ Indiana Heart Hospital
First  Disease Management Conference:  rotates CHF & EP Case Presentations
Tuesday  TIHH MCV Boardroom Videoconference to CHVp South Conf. Rm. 7:00 - 8:00 am.
Wednesday  Multi Services Rooms 1, 2 and 3 7250 Clearvista Dr. 7:30 – 8:30 a.m.

Cancer Conferences 2011
Community Hospital East:
First  East General Cancer Conference  Medical Staff Conf. Room, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday  East Chest Cancer Conference  Cancer Registry Conf. Room, LL 22, 7:00 to 8:00 a.m.

Community Hospital North
First & Third  North Multidisciplinary Breast Conference 8040 Clearvista Parkway, Suite 500, 7:00 - 8:00 am
Tuesday  North General Cancer Conference  Reilly Board Room, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday  North Chest Cancer Conference  Reilly Board Room, 7:00 to 8:00 a.m.

Community Hospital South
Second  South Chest Conference (site specific-lung)  Education Center Rooms 5&6, 7:00 - 8:00 a.m.
Monday  South Multidisciplinary Breast Cancer Conference  Community Breast Care Center South, 533 E. County Line Rd., Ste. 101, 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
First  South General Cancer Conference  President’s Board Room, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday  Melbourne Cancer Conference  CHN Cancer Pavilion Conf. Rm., 7:30 to 8:30 a.m.

North Cancer Pavilion
Third  Review and Interpretation of the 2011 ASCO Meeting  University Place Conference Center, Indianapolis

For more information, contact Valerie Brown, (317) 355-5381.

Indiana University Health

IU – Methodist – Riley
March 5  Neurology Update for Neurologists
            University Place Conference Center, Indianapolis

April 22  37th Annual Wishard Memorial Lecture
            Methodist Hospital Petticrew Auditorium
            Indianapolis

May 13  Surgical Management of Complex Aortic Problems
            Methodist Hospital Petticrew Auditorium
            Indianapolis

June 5-11  Mini-Fellowship in the Management of Diabetes
            Diabetes Youth Foundation Camp, Noblesville

June 12-18  Mini-Fellowship in the Management of Diabetes
            Diabetes Youth Foundation Camp, Noblesville

June 19-25  Mini-Fellowship in the Management of Diabetes
            Diabetes Youth Foundation Camp, Noblesville

July 15  Review and Interpretation of the 2011 ASCO Meeting
            University Place Conference Center, Indianapolis

Diabetes Performance Improvement Program
The Diabetes Performance Improvement Program is a challenging online CME activity for physicians who want to improve patient outcomes by learning about the latest advances in diabetes care. This activity offers new insights into pathophysiology and implications for treatment, and a thorough discussion of new approaches to care. It also addresses today’s controversies and challenges in diabetes management, and includes the personal perspectives of the world’s top experts and their recommendation for overcoming common barriers to good outcomes. The course uses the latest in interactive, online technology to make learning effective and engaging. 6 hours free CME credit. Go to:  http://iusm-diabetescme.com/2009/.

Course dates and locations are subject to change. For more information, please visit http://cme.medicine.iu.edu or call 317-274-0104.

The Indiana University School of Medicine is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians. We have more than 100 recurring meetings available. For a listing or more information, please visit http://cme.medicine.iu.edu or call 317-274-0104.

St. Vincent Hospital and Health Care Center Inc.

March 4  Annual Interdisciplinary Conference on Aging: Here’s the Science: Where’s the Art?
                    6.25 Credits
                    Ritz Charles
                    Call 630-8183 to register

May 21  Current Issues in the Management of Bone and Soft Tissue Tumors
                    3.25 Credits
                    The Marten House Auditorium
                    Call 275-8004 for more information

Nov. 11 & 12  Back Talk: A Comprehensive Review and Practical Approach to Spinal Diagnosis and Treatment
                    11.75 Credits
                    Renaissance Hotel, Carmel
                    Call (317) 228-7000 for more information
Indiana Psychiatric Society

2nd Annual Integrative Mental Health Conference
April 15-17, 2011

West Baden Springs Hotel, West Baden Springs, IN
Accredited for 10.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits/10.0 CEU/5.0 CLE

Registration/conference information at www.pdalcc.com

Target audience: Physicians of all specialties, medical professionals of all specialties, attorneys

This cutting-edge conference will focus on some of the most common medical and co-morbid psychiatric disorders encountered in a multidisciplinary clinical practice that cares for older patients with malignancies, pain issues, and sexual dysfunctions. Sponsors have assembled an outstanding group of nationally-known speakers who will address the professional practice gaps and advance the participants’ competence and effective use of targeted skills. This conference will focus on clinical understanding of ethical, forensic, and clinical issues related to end of life care, oncology, pain management, and sexual dysfunctions. The conference opens with co-profession conversation on ethics presented by forensics expert and psychiatrist Dr. George Parker. Saturday morning will explore end of life issues and psychiatry with Dr. Greg Gramelspacher and Dr. Mary Helen Davis. The afternoon program will include psychiatrist, Dr. Dale Theobald alongside Dr. Sarah Parsons discussing oncology and pain management. Sunday morning, Dr. Julia Heiman of the nationally recognized Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender, and Reproduction will discuss sexual dysfunction and psychiatry. Speakers will present a balanced program of lectures and case scenarios to improve your understanding of these issues.

Discounted hotel rooms available at West Baden Springs, French Lick Hotel, Big Splash Adventure, & Comfort Suites. See pdalcc.com for information.

Indiana Spine Group

Back Talk: A Comprehensive Review and Practical Approach to Spinal Diagnosis and Treatment

November 11 – 12, 2011
Renaissance Hotel, Medical Academic Center, Carmel, Indiana

Indiana Spine Group is excited to host their fifth annual spine symposium. This symposium is for primary care physicians and health care practitioners, and will provide the latest information for the diagnosis and treatment of your patients with spinal problems and abnormalities. New this year are clinical workshops on Saturday. Visit http://indianaspinegroup.com/backtalk/2011/backtalk.html

To receive conference announcements and a brochure, please send your email and mailing address to info@indianaspinegroup.com or call (317) 228-7000.

This activity has been approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit. Application for CME credit has been filed with the American Academy of Family Physicians. Determination of credit is pending.

Indianapolis Medical Society

March
9 Senior/Inactive Luncheon Meeting, Noon, Society, Speaker: Matthew R. Gutwein, President & CEO, Health & Hospital Corp. of Marion County, “The New (and Old) Wishard Hospital”
15 Executive Committee, Society, 6:00 PM, Sandwiches.
30 HAPPY DOCTOR’S DAY!

April
12 IMS Board, Society, 6:00 PM, Social; 6:30 PM, Dnr/Mtg.
20 7th District Meeting, Indianapolis Motor Speedway, 5-7:00 pm, call 639-3406 for reservations
27 Administrative Professional’s Day

May
17 Executive Committee, Society, 6:00 PM, Sandwiches
14 ISMA Board Retreat
15 ISMS Advisory Breakfast, 7:30 am … prior to BOT
15 ISMA BOT, 9:00 AM, ISMA Headquarters
TBA MSE Board Meeting, Society, 6:15 PM, Sandwiches

June
7 IMS Board, Society, 6:00 PM, Social; 6:30 PM, Dnr/Mtg.
11-15 AMA House of Delegates Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL
14 Executive Committee, Society, 6:00 PM, Sandwiches
(May Need to Reschedule)
TBD Project Health Board Meeting, Society, 6:00 PM, Light Meal

July
19 Executive Committee, Society, 6:00 PM, Sandwiches

August
2 IMS Board, Society, 6:00 PM, Social; 6:30 pm, Dnr/Mtg.
17 Executive Committee, Society, 6:00 PM, Sandwiches

September
8 Senior/Inactive Luncheon Meeting, Noon, Society
16-18 ISMA CONVENTION, NEW MARRIOTT HOTEL
20 Executive Committee, Society, 6:00 PM, Sandwiches

October
4 IMS Board, Society, 6:00 PM, Social; 6:30 PM, Dnr/Mtg.
18 Executive Committee, Society, 6:00 PM, Sandwiches

November
6 ISMA Board of Trustees, 9:00 AM, state headquarters
6 IMS Advisory Breakfast, 7:30 AM … prior to ISMA BOT
12-15 AMA Interim, New Orleans, LA
15 Executive Committee, Society, 6:00 PM, Sandwiches

December
6 IMS Board, Society, 6:00 PM, Social; 6:30 PM, Dnr/Mtg

DocBook® Version 3.0 AT&T & Verizon

DocBook Version 3.0 has:
• Secure Physician-to-Physician HIPAA compliant messaging
• Optional time specific notification of message viewed
• Reliable data syncing and updating
• Speed enhancements
• Unparalleled data quality from the IMS

Call the IMS at 639-3406 for your membership system number and then visit: http://www.docbookmd.com/register/ for ordering and registration!

Updated weekly – Just $50/yearly.
Indiana State Medical Association

Insurance Agency

As the ISMA’s endorsed insurance partner we provide comprehensive insurance solutions for physicians and their practices.

Brown & Brown Insurance

As we cover the state, we now have the following locations to better serve you:

- Carmel
- Elkhart
- Newburgh
- Brownsburg
- Noblesville
- Kokomo

Brown & Brown of Indiana doing business as the ISMA Insurance Agency.

1535 N. Meridian Street Suite 220 Carmel, IN 46032
877-647-9343 • www.MyInMed.org • 317-574-5000

Create an Image™

Specialists in Healthcare Linen Services

- We will launder the linens, uniforms, and professional clothing that you already own.
- We will rent and launder linens, uniforms, and professional clothing.
- We will sell linens, uniforms, and professional clothing.
- We will rent, sell, and launder linens, uniforms, and professional clothing in any combination.
- We will pick up and deliver to your place of business.
- Samples of our products are available for your inspection.
- We practice universal precaution standards.

In Indianapolis: 634-0833 In Muncie: 284-4411
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IMS Bulletin, March 2011
Back and neck pain continues to be major medical issues, and one of the main reasons for physician visits. According to the National Institutes of Health, back pain affects eight out of ten people at some point during their lifetime. This symposium will highlight the latest information on the diagnosis and treatment of spinal disorders and abnormalities. Join us, and learn the latest on this ongoing issue to effectively and efficiently treat your patients.

Friday’s sessions will be hosted at the Renaissance Hotel in Carmel, and Saturday’s sessions will be at the Medical Academic Center just north of the Renaissance. This conference will feature general and concurrent sessions, and new this year are clinical and cadaver workshops.

Watch your mail for more information!
Additionally, visit www.indianaspinegroup.com or call (866) 947-7463.

This activity has been approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit. Application for CME credit has been filed with the American Academy of Family Physicians. Determination of credit is pending. (Other categories of continuing education credits will be applied for.)